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This is all pretty fresh.

I'm trying these ideas out
with an aim to present
them to a general
philosophical audience.

CHelpful) Feedback is encouraged !
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How should wethinkabout
the relationship between

classical & constructive logic?



Errett Bishop and Douglas Bridges, Constructive Analysis (1985)

OPTION1

Constructive

logic is more
restrictive
than classical

logic .

Ithas higher
standards ,

& so , can
preve

fewer
things.



Robert Harper, Practical Foundations for Programming Languages (2016)

OPTION]

Constructive

logic is
mone

expressive
than
classical
logic .

It identifies
fewer
statements,
↓ So ,has
more to

say



TheLocal plurtusm of

BeallRestull (2006)
takes OPTIONI does
metconsider OPTIONZ.

It's timeto revisitthis issue.



A whole lotof mathematics
is being done using
Proof assistants ,
mostofwhich use

constructive logia.



Whatcan
we learn

fromthis?
Notjust abert logic
or mathematics ,but
about meaning , more
generally....
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Considerthe relationship between

orown practices of counting

& CALCULATING , and our use
of digital/mechanical aids.



What do we do when we count and CALCULATE?
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What about our devices?

-

- YEXTERNALISING ... ALL THAT,

memory & AND DONG SomE

CONSTRAINING CALCULATION ,too .

REPRESENTATION



-
One way to

do

this is forthe
calculator

Why is this? Prely-
to follow some

at
process that

The calculator doesn't
Catseme level)

ableto correspends the
do this job? countthings like we do.

Whatwedo

L whenwa

Ideally,we want Butreally useful
calculate.

the calculator
to notonly tell for calculating things,
us that f(n)=m,
butgiveus knowledge as yen'd expect, giventhe name .
that f(r) =m.



* Counting Structure DEANO AXOMS

for finite ARITAMETS
"thenumberof predicate

Sx =Sy -x=y

#F =#G -f(FEG) Of Su

n+ 0->7y(=sy)
0 = #xx(x+x)
1. = # XX(x=0) x+ 0 = x

2. = # Xx(x=0vx=1)
x+ sy = S(x+y)

i 2x0 = 0

17x(fxnGx)+ #(vG) =#F+#G
3 x sy = xxy + x

i (b(0)aXu(b(x)+ P((u)))
It is not thatwefollow any ofthese rules precisely- -> Yud(a)
they arepatterns wecan extract fromourpractice... and implement.



SCHEME2
SCHEMEI

Sx =Sy -x=y

A machinethat implements #F =#G -f(FEG) OfSu

n+0-> 7y(=sy)
0 = #xx(x+x)
1. = # XX(x= 0) x+0 = x

reasoning along either of i
2. = # Xx(x=0vx=1) x+ sy = S(x+y)

these lines is doing 17x(fxnGx)+ #(vG)=#F+#G 2x0 = 0

xx sy = xxy + x

i

arithmetic... (b(0) aXu(b(x)+ P((u)))
-> Yud(a)

Although they
would differenthe details.

Isthere anyn
where m=n+1 ?

Yes Sor Schime 1 but NO Ser Schime2.)

This makes no difference for everyday calculation .

& maybeour counting practice doesn'tdecide between
SCHEMI SCHEME2.



SCHEME2
SCHEMEI

Sx =Sy -x=yIt would be strange to
#F =#G -f(FEG) OfSu

saythat one SCHEMEis 0 = #xx(x+x)
n+0-> 7y(=sy)

correct and the other
1. = # XX(x= 0) x+0 = x

2. = # Xx(x=0vx=1) x+ sy = S(x+y)
i

is incorrect. 17x(fxnGx)+ #(vG)=#F+#G 2x0 = 0

xx sy = xxy + x

i

(b(0) aXu(b(x)+ P((u)))
Rather

, you could say that -> Yud(a)

SCHEME1 is atheory of cardinal numbers,
While SCHETE2 is a theory of finite ordinals.

(Not that this means we have access to cardinals
orordinals independently of our counting practices.)

[And none of this is to take a stand on what these
numbers are whether cordinals are ordinals .)
-



THE UPSHOT

Our everyday counting practice can be

explicated in different ways.

These explications can help us understand
the different things we can do when we
count calculate

,
to implement these

practices in machines programmes .



THE UPSHOT

And ifa machine implements calculation using
some procedure , then its actions may form port
of or grounds for knowledge for some claims
in the same way that our own calculations do



Let's keepthis example
in mind....
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Let's look at one scheme for
makit some aspects of this

↑
practice explicit.

What goes fen our Counting& CALCULATING

practices (numbersI might also go for
our ASSERTING (supposing,Rentina)⑤INFERRING practices (propositions)·S
& BELENG ,JUDGING , TinkInG ---

but oremphasis is noton the distinctively

cognitive , mental components of judgement.
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THESE CONCEPTS ARE RECOGNISABLE AS ANALOGUES ofone.
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Connective rules act like
A refutation ItofX shows howX i ruledout. DEFINITIONS againstthatbackground.



CONSTRUCTIVE SCHEME

I
Proof

A I cate ->E
This SCHEMET (more , involving terms ,asA+B A

C

AnB An NE well as types, quantifiers ,etc) is
Refutation

* Ar R AA implemented in PROOFASSISTANTS , and is

1SinceT AS
I

E naturally found inside mathematical structures
C Stopological spaces, cartesion closed categories)

as an "internal language."

(The Scheme also has the virtue that a proof of AvB gives
you a means

to construct or proof of Now ofB , and a proof
of 5x0(X) gives you a means to find sear on along with a
proof of $(m). )

What more could be required for a practice organised
in this way

to be recognised as counting
as ASSERTING , INFERRING, Iso on?



Well
, maybe there is something missingg...



DOES THIS SCHIME DO JUSTICE To OUR USE Of DEMAL?

It is commen usage
to take

to be an intensifier.& "It isindeniable that...
"

L

Michael Dummett
TheNature futureof Philosophy
P .94 Gad

-



[p]
=

z ~E

The constructivist takes [c(prcp)] prip
LE

it to be undeniablethat #
LPI
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BILATERALISM- ASSERTION & DENAL

A .... claiming , asserting proposing , supposing
A

A .... denying A , rulingit out,setting
it aside

catA---A? Yes ! A A 9 -

A --- A? No ! # y Ademers
Ais undeniable.



CLASSICAL SCHEME

A B i
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Why is priptine?
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This proof makes sense
relative to the background
assumptions about assertion
& denial .



THE CLAIM

The Constructive Scheme the CLASSICAL Scheme are both,

to sens extent, implicit in on assertoric inferential practice

just as cordinal of ordinal conceptions of number are
or counting practice .

Bott are recognisably inferential schemes , and both
have their uses in regimenting inference & developing
theories.
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THE Semantics Estemology of Proof Assists

· When we are using hybrid machine/human systems,
it is valuable to understand the rulesunplay
The Semanias of the systems (both Machine &
Human) .

This involves not only the operational rules (those
&

governing each connective quantifier etc) , but

the structural rules governing the space of

propositions ?

· This will constrain what a proof or disproof canmean



CONSTRUCTIVE TABOOS

· Unprovable claims like prip , kx$()v(x-x), ---

are not takento befalse but a TABoo in intuitionistic
mathematics. something outlawed to be avoided

in
any properly constructive theory

&

· We can see this as eithera metatheoretic claim

(unprovability), or asa way of expressing a notion
of denial that has no object-language correlate



And WHAT About RURALISm?

· Nothing here settles that issue -

- You could accept both constructive classical schemes
as equally legitimate.

- Or you could reject one or
other as incomplete

or misguided.

· But I hopethat new , at least, the options
the stakes have been somewhat clarified.



THANK You!


